
GREEN ZURICH EVOLUTION
30mm
Natural-looking artificial grass with memory
blades

Introducing ZURICH EVOLUTION, our latest artificial grass. You'll love it
because it's very life-like, and also for its harsh, intense green colour.
Looks like wet grass. Does not flatten thanks to memory blades. Our most
natural-looking artificial grass with long-lasting softness and quality.

Benefits
Introducing ZURICH EVOLUTION, our latest
artificial grass. You'll love it because it's very
life-like, and also for its harsh, intense green
colour. Looks like wet grass. Does not flatten
thanks to memory blades. Our most natural-
looking artificial grass with long-lasting
softness and quality.

Characteristics
SPECIFICAL FEATURES:

- Thread material: PE (straight yarn) + PP
(curvy yarn) 
- Base: PP 105 g / m² + latex 
- DTEX: 7 800 (± 3%) 
- Stitches : 13 650 m² (± 100) 
- Weight: 1,961 g / m² (± 3%) 
- Colour: brown - green (4 shades) 
- UV resistance - Drainage: 800-1000 l / h / m²

- Warranty: 8 years

MAINTENANCE TIPS:
 
- Once the grass is unrolled, let it rest for at
least 24 hours before installing it.
- Once installed, brush the grass from time to
time, depending on how it is used.
- For a better result, use a special brush for
artificial grass such as the Nortene BRUSHY
model.
- To remove dust, sand or other small debris
present in the hair, a conventional vacuum
cleaner can be used.
- Apply the CLEAN cleaner and Nortene
FRAGRANCE to give it an unbeatable



appearance.

Ref. Size. Thickness (mm) Color Packaging (pieces)
2018164 1 x 4 m 30 mm  1 / 24 rolls

2018165 2 x 4 m 30 mm  1 / 24 rolls

2018166 2 x 10 m 30 mm  1 / 15 rolls

2018167 2 x 20 m 30 mm  1 / 9 rolls
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